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Lesson #1 – Your First Time Lapse

 Topics Covered tonight:
 1. Equipment selection
 2. Camera settings
 3. Intervalometer settings
 4. Choosing a scene
 5. Taking your first time lapse



What is time lapse photography?

 Time Manipulation

 Playback frequency different than capture frequency

 Not simply a video played at high speed
 Visualization of movements in time otherwise missed

 Progression of the Milky Way across the sky

 Billowing storms clouds

 Blooming flowers

 A sunset



Choosing a Tripod

 Sturdy tripod is most important 

 Any shaking during time lapse will result in jitter 

 A large ball head great for framing the scene
 Portability  

 Sometimes shot is further from car than convenient 

 Carbon fiber tripods are strong and light

 Get a tripod with a hook for hanging a bag of rocks
 To offset or not to offset?

 Toss up between stability and that perfect angle!

 Flexibility of having this feature is worth it



Deciding on a Camera

 Any camera capable of taking pictures at regular intervals will work

 Digital Single Lens Reflex cameras (DSLRs) offer the most flexibility

 Allow the interchangeability of lenses 

 Have large image sensors

 Well suited for low light conditions

 Allow the capture of “raw” image data

 Some even have built in intervalometers!



Picking a Camera Lens

 Choose a lens with a wide field of view

 14mm lens allows super wide views of the Milky Way

 200mm lens can catch a distant moon rising
 Use a fast lens!  

 Focal ratio = Focal Length / Aperture Diameter

 Lower focal ratios (faster) allow more light in

 Capture the Milky Way before it blurs!
 Manual focus and manual aperture

 Autofocus won’t work in low light

 Manual aperture lenses prevent flicker



Using Intervalometers

 Usually these have four main settings

 SELF (delay before start of sequence)

 INT (the interval length between shutter triggers)

 LONG (length of exposure – set shutter to ‘bulb’)

 FRAMES (number of exposures to take)



Choosing a Scene

 Is there a subject in the foreground that can be highlighted?

 Sometimes a dark foreground makes the Milky Way stand out

 Other times light painting the foreground object brings attention to it

 Contrast between static and dynamic elements

 Dynamic elements:  What will the scene look like in the future?  

 Where will the Milky Way be in 6 hours?

 Where will it be on the next slide?

 Where was it on the first slide? :)



So…  Let’s try it out!



Your First Time Lapse (checklist part 1)

1.  Insert fully charged battery into Camera

2.  Insert memory card with sufficient space to capture entire sequence

3.  Set tripod down on sturdy ground and attach camera

4.  Set camera to “Manual” mode

5.  Enable capture of raw images

6.  Set ISO manually as high as possible before noise swamps images

7.  Set longest possible shutter speed for scene (avoid star trails by with ‘500/FL’ rule)

8.  Set lowest aperture possible using a manual lens (or use lens twist technique)



9.   Focus, then turn autofocus switch and stabilizer switch to ‘off’

10. Compose and frame your scene

11.  Take a test image. Zoom in to make sure it is focused – this is critical!

12.  Check histogram – adjust shutter speed to bring histogram as far left as possible

13.  Set intervalometer interval to 2x shutter speed (allow time to store image on camera card)

14.  Start intervalometer!

15.  Don’t touch the camera AT ALL until it is done capturing

Your First Time Lapse (checklist part 2)
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